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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a  motion compensation algorithm correcting not only the translation 
but also the rotation, scaling, and shearing is investigated. Noise detection and noise 
compensation due to the variation o f the light, and the probability distribution o f the 
noise is included. Practical results have been obtained by applying our theory to 
consecutive images which are part o f a set o f animation images.
Ill
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
Priory motion compensated image is related to the one o f two-dimensional affine 
transformations which is translation. In this paper, a motion compensated algorithm 
correcting not only translation, but also three more transformation which are scaling, 
rotation, and shear. The noise detection and compensation due to the variation of the 
light are also included. The variation o f the light could occur due to the voltage variation 
or due to the sunlight variation in the presence o f clouds, or other reasons. Our algorithm 
corrects for light variations due to artificial or natural lights.
Consecutive images of animation obtained at thirty frames per second are used 
for the algorithm. Each frame is divided in small squares (i.e., 4 by 4 blocks). Two 
frame’s corresponding squares can have three possible states o f the change; there is no 
change; there is change in the light intensity only; there is change in motion. Even 
though there is no change in the corresponding squares, because o f the light variation, it 
might appear to have differences.
Our algorithm is compressing only the moved blocks o f each frame, except the 
first frame, it takes fast timing and little memory.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
CHAPTER2
BACKGROUND
Motion Estimation Method
There are three main categories for the motion estimation methods: block 
matching, phase correlation, and pel‘-recursive phase correlation [3]
The basic approach o f the block matching method is to get a small block of pixels 
in one field and compare it with a block o f pixels in the field whose size is similar to the 
original block. The comparison takes place one picture period later when pixels are 
displaced fi’om the spatial position o f the original block by every possible value of 
motion vector. The displacement o f the greatest correlation is caused by using motion 
vector for that block. [3]
The phase correlation method is a way o f simultaneously finding the values o f 
several motion vectors which may be present in a region o f the picture without 
identifying the part o f the picture to which the vectors correspond. It is based on the fact 
that the displacement o f two images resides in the phase o f the cross-power spectrum. [3]
The pel-recursive method has several important facts: a centered gradient 
operator must be used to avoid a bias o f the estimator; the measured motion field
The pel is a pixel o f the image.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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depends on the relative directions o f the updating o f the pel-recursive algorithm and of 
the object motion; if  the spatial gradient value is taken as the mean o f its measures in
both images, the interaction o f the previous point is reduced. [3]
The Pel-recursive Déplacement Estimation Algorithms
Our focus will be on the motion compensated image with video images. There are 
many pel-recursive displacement estimation algorithms. The following are examples of 
these algorithms.
Netravali and Robbins use the term o f FDIF (Frame DIFference), EDCF (Element 
Difference), LDIF (Line DIFference), DFD (Displaced Frame Difference), e (is equal to 
1/1024). [10]
Netravali and Robbins state most ftame-to-frame coders are based on the following: [10]
1. Segmenting each television frame into two parts, one part which is the same as 
the previous frame and the other part (moving area) which has changed from the 
previous frame.
2. Transmitting two types of moving area information: (i) addresses specifying the 
location o f the picture elements in the moving area; (ii) information by which the 
intensities o f the moving area elements can be updated.
3. Matching the coder bit rate to the channel rate. Since the motion in a real 
television scene occurs randomly and in bursts, the amount o f information about 
the moving area will change as a function of time. To transmit it over a constant 
bit rate channel: (i) smooth out the transmitted information rate by storing it in a
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
buffer prior to transmission, and (ii) use the buffer fullness to regulate the 
encoded bit rate by varying amplitude, spatial, and temporal resolution o f the 
television signal.
Intensities o f the moving area picture elements are transmitted by predictive coding 
which sends FDIF, EDIF, LDIF, or their combination as the differential signal.[10]
Motion-Compeiisated Coding Schemes
According to Netravali and Robbins, if  an estimate o f the translation o f an object 
is obtained, more efficient predictive encoding can be performed by taking differences of 
elements in the precious frame that are appropriately translated. Such schemes are 
referred as motion-compensated coding schemes. It depends on following: [10]
1. the amount o f purely translational motion o f objects in a real television scene
2. the ability o f an algorithm to estimate the translation with an accuracy that is 
sufficient for good prediction of intensity
3. robustness o f the displacement estimation algorithm when amplitude, spatial, and 
temporal resolution of the transmitted picture are lowered due to buffer fullness.
FDIF
Motion estimation in a block of pixels, the FDIF at spatial position x  (a two- 
dimensional vector for x,y) is
FDIF(x) = I (x , t) - I (x , t - t)
Reproduced w ith permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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where I(x , t - 1) and I (x , t) are the intensity values o f the two successive frames as a 
function of x  and time t, t  is the time between the two frames.
By using the I (x , t) = I(x - d  , t - 1), where d  is the translation vector o f the object 
during the time interval [t - t , t], FDIF is:
FDIF(x) = I (x , t) - I(x + D, t).
•at
Using linear regression, an estimate o f d , Djst is 
" - ( c  d ) f
where
^ 2moving-aica EDIF (X), 
b = I  raovinĝ uea EDIF(X) LDIF(X),
C % moving-̂ iea LDIF (X),
e = I  movinĝ irea EDIF(x) FDIF(x), 
f=  S  moving-area LDIF(X) FDIF(X).
Assuming that Z  moving.area EDIF(x) LDIF(x) = 0, then D^t is changed as:
where
a = I  moving.̂  EDIF(X) FDIF(X) / Zmovinĝ area EDIF^(X),
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
b = I  moving-aiea LDIF(X) FDIF(X) / Z  movmĝ Ma LDIF^(X). 
By avoiding the multiplications in the sums.
where
a =  Z  moving-oiea sign(EDIF(X)) FDIF(X) /  Zmovinĝ ma |EDIF(X)|, 
b =  Z  moving-aica Sign(LDIF(X)) FDIF(X) /  Zmoving-msa [LDIF(X)(, 
and
sign(z) =
0 if z=0  ̂
^otherwiseVJZ|
The above estimates are good as D is small. But even if  d  is not small, the problem can 
be solved by using linearizmg the intensity function around an initial estimate o f D. So,
for the i* field, displacement estimate D*est can be obtained by linearizing the intensity 
function around the displacement estimate for the (i-l)^* field. It is:
D‘est=D‘ ‘est + U‘
where D‘' ‘est is an initial estimate o f D'̂ st and u ‘ is the update o f D‘ ‘est to make it more 
accurate(i.e., an estimate o f d - D‘''est).
DFD
The quantity DFD(x, D‘*‘est), which is analogous to FDIF(x) is defined as :
Reproduced with permission o t the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
D FD (x, =  I (x , t) - [(X - d‘'U  . t '  t)
where DFD is defined in terms o f two quantities; (i) the spatial location x  at which it is 
evaluated and (ii) the displacement D‘' ‘est with which it is evaluated.
DFD has the property o f converging to zero as converges to the actual displacement,
D , o f the image. Using I (x , t), g e t
DFD(X , D“‘est) = I(X , t) - 1(X + D - D , t)
The above equation can be shortened by removing the error. Then is as:
dU  = - ( b )
where
a = ( I  D FD (x, D‘-‘est) sign(EDIF(x)) /  I I  EDIF(x)( ),
b = ( ID F D (x , o ‘-‘est) sign(LDIF(x))/ 1 | LDIF(x)| ).
In case D‘' ‘st has only integral components, D‘est can be simplified as:
D‘«t = - ( b )
where
a = ( I  D FD (x, d ‘-‘„.) sign(EDIF(x)) / I I  EDIF(x)| ), 
b = ( ID F D (x , o ‘-‘est)sign(LDIF(x))/ IjLD IF(x)| ).
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By using the pel-recursive estimation o f motion, Netravali and Robbins get : 
o L  = - G DFD(x«, V I(x . - , t  - 1)
where e is a positive scalar constant, DFD and V I are evaluated by interpolation for 
nonintegral D ‘«a
tf  [D‘*‘esi] represents a rounded or truncated value o f each o f the components o f D‘‘‘est, 
then the simplified estimator is; [10]
o L  =  D‘*‘est - G D FD (X . , V  I(Xa -  [D‘' ‘est] , t  -  t)
where e is 1/1024; o'est is the estimated displacement o f moving area pixel x .; D*'‘est is 
the last estimate formed prior to pixel x^ during the pixel-by-pixel, line-by-line
(interlaced raster scan order) iteration through the moving area; V I is the spatial gradient 
o f the intensity, approximated by EDIF, and LDIF; and [ D '^ j  denotes rounded D‘"‘est-
Measuring the Speed of Moving Objects
Limb and Murphy use FDS (Frame Difference Signal), EDS (Element Difference 
Signal), MA (Moving Area), TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic), pels (picture elements
per frame) in measuring the speed o f moving objects. [4]
Stimulated motion of an imaged object
Cafforio et al. stated that the motion o f an imaged object can be stimulated using 
either the correlation function or the image differentials, such as luminance carnations in
Reproduced w ith permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
time and in space, o f small images which are blocks.[l]
Frame Difference
According to Cafforio et al., the frame differences can be gained using a luminance 
function i(x , y) which changed with time, or frame number n.[I]
ATtt(x, y) = L (x, y) - i„.i(x, y)
Also, the frame difference can be expressed using the horizontal component a  
and the vertical component P, noise added to luminance n(x , y), and noise and Taylor 
series truncation e.[l]
AT„(x, y) = i„(x + a , y + P) - U x , y) + n (x , y)
= (3i / 5x) a+  (ôi / 5y) P + s (x , y)
The above relation is for all the points o f the image that “belong” to the object that 
translates.[l]
Estimate for ct, p
The direction o f the motion, an estimate for a , p, can be determined by means of 
linear regression:
:)
where 
a  = a , 
b = p.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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d -Z "j.,A X ,A Y i 
e -  Z"i_,A Y ^ 
f=Z "f.,A X iA T i, 
g -I^ i-iA Y iA T i,
where AXi, AY. are the luminance difference in the x and y directions, AT; is the 
frame luminance difference relative to the image point i, and N is the number o f pixels 
belonging to the same moving area[l].
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
By using smaller block sizes, the two eigenvalues o f P need to be considered. 
Following are values for the eigenvalues (A.;, X2) and their corresponding eigenvectors’ 
directions (G ;, 02)[1].
>., = [ ( S^i=iAX"i + I^M A Y ^;)+  /2 ,
A .2= [(I^w A X -i + l'^;=iA Y ^) - V c] /2 ,
8, = arctan(X, - i=i AX^ ) / AX;  AY;,
02 = arctan(A.2 - AXl )  / AX; AY;, 
where
c = [(Z " i.,A X 'i - z " i . ,A Y V  + 4( Z ” i., AXi z " i- i  AYi f  ) .
If Z'^i.i AXi AYi = O , 0 i  = 0, and 02 = jt/2. If 02 = 0, the eigenvector Ui is directed along 
the image gradient and it is impossible to retrieve the other component of the motion 
vector. [1]
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Monodimensional Case
In the monodimensional case the equivalent o f Oesb which is x-direction, is by 
much simpler and easier to interpret
Oest
For fixed AT;’s, the estimate o f the displacement will be smaller when the image gradient 
values AX; are larger. [I]
Velocity Estimate(Pel-recarsive Algorithm)
If the block size is smaller than 8 by 8 pixels, update the velocity estimate on a 
pixel by pixel basis, so the matrix P is singular.
By the Cafiferio et al., the pel-recursive algorithm’s formular can be written as:
V; est = Vestanest * (AT V; / |Vip + Ĝ ) 
where v; est is the displacement vector ( a , P ) measured in the i'*̂  block, Vcsumat. is a 
generic prediction o f the displacement o f the i'*' pixel and ĝ  (is equal to 100) is a 
damping factor. [I]
To identify direction o f recursion or relative pixel positions, it is good to consider 
monodimensional recursion and bidimensional recursion for a guessing the Vestinest [1 ]
Let X be the current pixel and other letters be the surrounding pixels.
A B C
D X E
F G H
Monodimensional recursion is
'̂ estim est est •
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Bidimensional recursion is
V cstim est = (a Vd  « t  + b V b  e s t )  /  ( a + b).
An identical spatial smoothing o f the two images increases their mutual 
correlation, and therefore, it can make the algorithm less sensitive to the noise and 
increase the dynamic range o f the measured motion values. [1]
By Robert e t al. for the better performance o f the algorithm, some improvements 
can be applied. The first is a robust fixed/changed areas detector that forces to zero the 
displacement o f the unchanged pixels. The second is a test on temporal differences, that 
forces to zero the displacement estimate whenever the temporal luminance difference 
increases after motion compensation [ DFD(Displaced Frame Difference) larger than 
frame difference ]. [1], [12]
A low entropy o f the DFD level indicates good estimation and a low value for e~
indicates great stability of the algorithm. [I]
Reconstruction of the Missing Fields
Once a reliable measure o f motion exists, it is possible to trace each point o f the 
first image back into the corresponding point o f the other available image. [1]
According to Cafforio et al., the real situation consists of the following steps. [1]
1. The transmitted images are searched for connected points. Both forward 
(natural temporal sequence) and backward (a reversal o f the temporal order of 
the image in the sequence) motion fields are used: fi-om each pixel o f the first 
image (which be called D), the corresponding pixel in the second image (which
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
be called E) is reached using the forward displacement vector. If the backward 
motion vector measured m E points to A, the two pixels are declared cormected. 
In practice this rule is too restrictive and it must be relaxed somehow. Each 
pixel (pixel A) identifies, through the forward motion field, a  pixel A' in the 
other image. Then, a small window centered on A' is searched for the pixel B 
that identifies, th ro u ^  the backward motion field, the B within the first image 
that is at the minimum distance fi'om A. If this distance is smaller than a given 
threshold, pixel A and B are declared connected.
Once these connected points are known, the missing fields are interpolated with 
the following rules:
f  ̂1 f f f J 1b = e , h = k
< c > I f  J  ̂ i > I 1 J
,where
b = ne, 
c = nc,
d = Cint( (3 no + nn) / 4 ), 
e = Cint( (2 no + 2 ng) / 4 ), 
f  = Cint( ( no + 3 ne) / 4 ), 
g = niA,
h = me, 
i = mc.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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j =C int ( ( 3 mo + mg) /  4 ),
k = Cint ( ( 2 mo + 2 mg) /  4 ),
I = Cint ( ( mo + 3 mg) / 4 ),
where (n o , mo) and (ng , mg) are the coordinates o f the two connected pixels in 
the transmitted images; (n ^ , m /J , (n e , mg), and (n c , me) are the coordinates o f the 
corresponding interpolation pixels in the missing im a^s; Cint states nearest integer. [1]
2. At this point a luminance value has been assigned to a very large fraction o f the 
pixels in the missing ims^es. Residual points are usually located in areas where
details are present in one image only and the displacement field cannot be
meaningfully defined. To decide which image contains the necessary luminance
information and where, within the image, it can be picked up, an understanding
of the physical evolution o f the scene is required. The movements o f the
ambiguous areas are the only clues at hand, but they are far from easy to
exploit A window is centered around each pixel and the two most probable
displacement values are looked for. The application of these displacements
identifies points within the missing images. The one which is more successful
in assigning values to as yet noninterpolated points is assumed the correct one.
3. A spatial interpolation o f all residual, as yet undefined, pixels is performed.
A 5-point median filtering o f the motion fields, performed in areas where
luminance gradient is not too large, is useful to avoid loss o f spatial congruence in low
____
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details areas. [1] The estimation o f motion fields using a pel-recursive algorithm with 
multiple scan directions yields motion fields close to the physical ones, as necessary for 
motion compensating interpolation. [1]
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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CHAPTERS 
MAIN IDEA
Our approach can save a lot o f time and memory. Consider, a system between 
doctors and hospitals, which allows the doctor to diagnose the patient using this 
methods, even though he/she is at home. The hospital sends the images using our method 
and the doctor can send back his/her diagnosis to the hospital using a computer network. 
It can save the patient’s life by removing the travel time from the doctor’s place to the 
hospital. Because it does not use a lot o f memory, transfer time is much more faster than 
a doctor’s travel time.
General Outline
Here is the general outline for our method. It is related with a lot o f mathematics 
like the other graphic problems. F irst, get the frames from the video image which usually 
has 30 frames per second. After getting the frames, divide into sets o f 5 frames from the 
video image.
Each frame can be divided into blocks which can be any small size. For example, 
it can be divided into 64 by 64, 32 by 32, or 16 by 16 blocks. 16 by 16 block size is used 
in real testing. When we get each block we determine a general deciding range for the 
flag which represents that block’s moving status. If that block has been moved, the flag
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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is set to 1 and it is our main data, frthe flag is 1, then divide each block to a smaller size 
(i.e., 8 by 8 ). Apply the same method in this smaller block, if  this block has been moved, 
the flag is set to 1. If  the flag is 0, just ignore that block. Repeat the method until the 
block’s size is 1 by l(this number can vary by case). When the flag is set to every block, 
store the coordinate and the difference o f flames to a new flle. Then send that file to 
other locatiotL When it is received, the coordinate and the difference o f flames can be 
used to get a real image.
Basic Definition
This paper’s transformations are two-dimensional. Following definitions are 
based on Hearn and Baker. [20]
Def. 1
A translation is applied to an object by repositioning it along a straight-line path 
flom one coordinate location to another using translation factors.
Def. 2
A rotation is applied to an object by repositioning it along a circular path in the 
xy plane using rotation angle.
Def. 3
A scaling transformation alters the size o f an object using scaling factors.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Def. 4
A reflection is a  transfonnation that produces a  m inor image o f an object The 
m inor image for a two-dimensional reflection is generated relative to an axis of 
reflection by rotating the object 180° about the reflection axis.
Def. 5
A transformation that distorts the shape o f an object such that the transformed 
shape appears as if  the object were composed o f internal layers that had been caused to 
slide over each other is called a shear.
Def. 6
A coordinate transformation’s form is
X = Ax + By + C, y = Dx + Ey + F, 
then it is called a two-dimensional affine transformation^
An affine transformation’s example are translation, rotation, scaling, shear, and 
reflection. Any general affine transformation is always expressed as a composition o f 
above examples. A composition o f rotation, translation, and reflection preserves angles, 
lengths and parallel lines. For above three transformations, the lengths and angle 
between two lines remains the same even after the transformation. [20]
let’s call just affine transformation.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Frame Difference
The Giro Cafforio et a i/s  [1] and others [10], [16], [17], [18], [19] are only uses 
the pixel translation
AT = U x  , y )-Ia (x  , y ) 
where
x' = X + a, 
y = y + b.
Instead o f the above, we will use the following
AT = U  X , y ) - U  X , y ) 
where
X = ax + by + e,
y '= cx -i-dy  + f  (3.1)
which including not only translation, but also scaling, shear, and rotation o f the 
pixel movement
If a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, and d = 1, then it is same as translation.
It can be expressed by matrix:
Let In(ax + by + e, cx + dy + f) be the 
I„(ax + by + e, cx + dy + £) =
y) + (51„/ 3x) ( ax + by + e - x) +
(ain/5y)(cx + dy + f-y ) + R, (3.2)
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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where the R is the remaining terms o f the Taylor series expansion plus the noise. 
Substituting (3.2) to (3.1), we obtain;
AT = In(x,y) -
Pii(x, y) + { S i J  dxXax + by + e - x) + (5I„ /  ̂ X cx  + (fy + f  - y)+R]
= - (âla/ 5x) (ax + by + e - x) - (5In /  ̂ )  (cx + dy + f  - y) - R. (3.3)
We also know that
dl^/dx = Ia(x+ I ,y )-ln (x , y ) , (3.4)
/ 0y = U x  , y + 1) - L (x , y ) , (3.5)
Ax = U x , y) - ln(x + 1 , y ) , (3.6)
Ay = In(x, y) - U x , y + 1). (3.7)
Therefore Ax, Ay can be used instead o f the (5In/ 5x), (5In / d y ) .  Let the 8 be the -R.
So we get the following:
AT = Ax (ax + by + e - x) + Ay (cx + dy + f  - y) + 8 (3.8)
where 8 depends on the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f. When the sum o f 8“ is 
minimum, the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f  are opdmal.[2]
Using the ith term, we get the generalized form such as:
AT; = Axi (axi + byi + e - x j + Ay; (cxj + dy£ + f  - y j + 8[. (3.9)
Si = ATi - Axi(axi + byi + e-x0-A yi(cx£ + dyi + f-y i) (3.10)
Let the mean square error be the g(a, b, c, d, e, f) which is 
g(a, b, c, d, e, f) =
ATj - AXi (aXi + byi + e - xO - Ay, (cxj + dy; + f  - y j ] " (3.11)
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For getting the value o f the parameters a, b, c, d, e, and f, taking the partial derivatives o f 
g(a, b, c, d, e, f) with respect to each one o f the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f  and setting its 
value to zero:
(9g(a, b, c, d, e, f) /  5a = 0,
5g(a, b, c, d, e, f) /  5b = 0,
5 g (a ,b ,c ,d ,e ,f) /5 e  = 0,
5 g (a ,b ,c ,d ,e ,f) /5 c  = 0,
5g(a, b, c, d, e, f) /  5d = 0,
5g(a, b, c, d, e, f) /  5 f = 0.
Then we get the following:
Z ATiAX; Xi + Z  (AX; Xi )̂  + Z  AX; X; Ay; y; =
aZ(AXiXi)^ + b Z  (Axi)^ Xi y, +eZ(Ax;)^Xi 
+ c z Ax; Ay; (X;)̂  + d Z AXi X; Ay; y; +fZ Ax;Ay;X; (3.12)
Z  ATiAx; Yi + z  (AXi Ÿ  X-, Yi + Z  Ax; Ayî (y,)  ̂=
a Z (Axi )̂  X; Yi + b Z (AxiYi)  ̂ + e Z (AxJ^ y;
+ c z Ax; X; Ay; Yi + d Z Axi Ay; (Yi)’ + f Z Axi Ay, y; (3.13)
Z ATiAX; 4- Z (AX; )^X; + Z AX; Ay; Y; =
a z (Ax; )“ X; + b z (AXi)̂  Yi + e z (AxJ- 
+ C z AX; X; Ay; + d Z AX; Ay; Yi +fZ AXiAy; (3.14)
Z AT; Ay; X; + Z (X; f  AX; Ay; + Z X; (Ay;)  ̂Y; =
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(3.15)
Z AT;Ay;y; + Z X;y; AX; Ay; + Z (y;Ay;)^ =
a z X; y; Ax; Ay; + b z Ax; Ay; (yJ^ + e Z  Ax; Ay;y; 
+ C z X; y;(Ay;)^ +dZ(yiA y;)^ + f  2} y; (AyJ^ (3.16)
Z AT; Ay; + Z X; AX; Ay; + Z Yi (AyO" =
a Z X; AX; Ay; + b z AX; Ay; Y; + e Z AX; Ay;
+ c z X; (Ay;)- + d z Y; (Ay;)  ̂ + f  Z (AyJ^ (3.17)
/ h i  h2 h3 K4 h5 h 6 \ / k l  >
h2 h7 h8 h5 h9 ha k2
h3 h8 hb h6 ha he -1 k3
h4 h5 h6 hd he h f k4
h5 h9 ha he hg hi k5
vh6 ha he hf hi hj V V k6 y
When Equation (3.12) -(3.17) are put into matrix, the matrix is:
e 
c 
d
V f  y
where
hi = Z (AX; X;) ,̂ 
h2 = Z(AX;)^X;Y;, 
h3 = Z(A X ;)^X ;, 
h4 = Z  AX;Ay;(X;)\
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h 5 = Z  AxiAyiXiYi, 
h6 = Z  AXiAy;Xb 
h7 = S  (Ax;y;)\ 
h8=Z(AXi)^yi,
h9 = Z  Ax;Ay;(y;f, 
ha = ZAXiAyiYt
hb = Z  (AXj)\
hc = Z  Ax;Ay; , 
hd = Z  (Ay; \ d \  
he = Z (A y;f X;Yü 
h f= Z (A y ;f Xü 
hg = Z  (Ay; y d \  
hi = Z(Ay0^yu 
h j= S (A y ;)\
k l = Z  AT;AX; X; + Z  (AX; X; f  + Z  AX; X; Ay; Yu 
k2 = Z  AT;AX; Y; + Z  (AX; f  X; Y; + Z AX; Ay; ( y ;) \  
k 3 = Z  AT;AX; + z (AX; f  X; + Z AX; Ay; Y;, 
k4 = Z  AT; Ay; X; + Z  (X; f  AX; Ay; + z X; (Ay;)^ Y;, 
k5 = z AT; Ay; y; + Z  X; y; Ax; Ay; + Z (Yi A y ;f, 
k6 = z AT; Ay; +  z X; AX; Ay; + Z  Yi (A y ;f.
Following theorems are based in Hearn and Baker. [20]
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Theorem 3.1 Let translation factors, dx and dy, are difference o f x and y . The 
Translation matrix can be expressed as :
r x ' l 0 dx^ r x '
Ÿ = 0 1 (fy y
1 1 J l o  0 1 J L 1 J
Theorem 3.2 Let scaling factors, sx and sy, are size o f x and y . The Scaling matrix can 
be expressed as :
^sx 0 0 ^ x '
y = 0 sy 0 y
1 1 J l o  0 1 J I 1 J
Theorem 3 3  Let o are the rotated angle. The Rotation matrix can be expressed as
''coso -sino 0 ^  f
sino COS0  0 
V 0 0 I J
Theorem 3.4 Let the shear parameters, shx, shy, are shift coordinate x, y values and 
x ref, y ref are the reference lines. The Shear matrix can be expressed as :
An x-direction shear relative to the x axis and reference lines is produced with the 
transformation matrix;
^  1 shx - shx y ref 
0 1 0
V O  0 I ;
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An y-direction shear relative to the x axis and reference lines is produced with the
transformation matrix:
^ 1 0  0  ̂
shy 1 - shy x jref
I
Theorem 3.5 Let rxx, r x y ,  ryx, ryy are the multiplicative rotation terms and tx, ty are the 
translational terms. A general rigid-body transformation matrix, involving only 
translations and rotations, can be expressed as;
rxx rxy tx ^
ryx ryy ty
0 0 I J
A rigid-bo<fy transformation matrix’s upper-left 2-by-2 submatrix is an orthogonal matrix 
because the two vectors (rxx, rxy), (ryx, ryy) form an orthogonal set o f unit vectors and 
the vectors are perpendicular(dot product is 0); 
n o r + rxy^ = ryx" + ryjr = 1, 
rxx ryx + r x y  ryy = 0.
If these unit vectors are transformed by the rotation submatrix, (rxx, nqr) is converted to 
a unit vector along the x-axis^ and (ryx, ryy) is transformed into a unit vector along the 
y-axis^ of the coordinate system.
(LO)
(0. 1)
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Theorem 3.6 The combined matrix o f translation, scaling, and rotation are the same as 
the multiple o f separated matrixes. Let T, S, and R represent the tiaiislation, scaling and 
rotation matrices. And the combined matrix are called ComTSR. The ComTSR is 
expressed as :
Proof:
case 1) T R orR T
The composite transformation o f the translation matrix and the rotation are
expressed as following ComTSR form:
r x R T C O S O  -sino W  x ^ ^ dx ^
I  yRT /  ~  I  sino coso j l y j ^ l d y j
Above matrix is same as TR:
rx R T ' f l 0 dx^
yRT = 0 1 dy
I  1 J l o 0 1 J V
COSO -s in o  0 
s in o  COSO 0 
0 0 1
 ̂ coso -sino dx ^  ̂ X ''
= sino coso dy y
I 0 0 I j I 1 J
y  
V 1
c a s e  2) RS or SR
The composite transformation o f the scaling matrix and the rotation are 
expressed as following ComTSR form:
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Above matrix is same as RS :
 ̂coso -sino 0 
sino coso 0 
0 0 l
" xSR"
ySR
I  I J V
 ̂ s
sx 0 0 ^ f x ^
0 sy 0 y
J Lo 0 1 J 1 1
SX sino sy coso 0 
0 0 1
\ r  x '
y
J 1 V
case 3) TS or ST
The composite transformation o f the translation matrix and the scaling are 
expressed as following ComTSR form:
Above matrix is same as TS :
(  xST" ^1 0 dx" ^sx 0 0 ^ r x "
yST = 0 1 dy 0 sy 0 y
I  1 J Lo 0 1 J Lo 0 I J L I  )
 ̂ sx 0 d x ' x '
0 sy dy y
L 0 0 1 J L I )
case 4) TRS, TSR, RTS, RST, STR, or SRT
The composite transformation o f the translation, the rotation and the scaling 
matrices are expressed as following ComTSR form:
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Above matrix is same as TRS :
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f  xSRT) f l 0 d x l /
ySRT = 0 1 dy
I  1 J l o 0 1 J V
coso -sino 0 
sino coso 0 
0 0 l
^sx 0 0 ' " x '
0 sy 0 y
y l o  0 1 J I I J
^ sx coso -sy sino dx r x '
sx sino sy coso dy y
I  0 0 I J I I J
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CHAPTER4
TESTING
Generally we can examine two different kinds of animation: computer graphics 
animation; movies, or animation using video camera. The computer graphics animation’s 
pixel intensities are depend on the computer graphics expert or user. Therefore the 
intensity or color changes between two consecutive images is due to animation. The 
movies, or animation using video camera’s changes between two consecutive 
images(frames) could be related to the light intensity changes. The light intensity changes 
can be occurred by changes in the artificial light’s voltage or the natural light’s clouds 
coverage. In this paper, we are actually using the Lisa’s images. Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 
4, and Fig. 5, which are animation using video camera. Lisa blinks her eyes(fi’om closed 
to opened eyes) and moves the her head during talking on the phone(BMP format 
images). [2] These consecutive imt^es are part o f video images which can be gotten by 
30 flames per second.
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Fig. 1. First frame
Fig. 2. Second frame
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Fig. 3. Third Frame
Fig. 4 Fourth frame
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Fig. S. Fifth frame
From the images which has BMP format, get a RGB values. We separates the R(Red), 
G(Green), and B(BIue), to try to get the values o f a, b, c, d, e, f. Following steps are 
applied. First Trying to get a moved block and get a compressed file using algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. compressed file with flag 
step 1. Get a difference between two frame.
The difference between the frames(DFm) are first fiame(Fml) minus 
second frame(Fm2) which is 
Dfin = Fml - Fm2. 
step 2. Divide all R, G, and B images into 16 by 16 blocks.
Because each frame is a 240(length) by 360(width) image, there are 
330 16 by 16 blocks(6kl6) and 15 8 by 8(Bk8) right-side blocks. The
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total blocks are 15 X 23. 
step 3. Get a flag for each block.
Each block’s flag is 0, if  the range o f the difference is between 5 to 5 
else flag is 1.
step 4. If  Bkl6’s flag is 1, then divide the block into 8 by 8 blocks.
Do step 3.
step 5. If  Bk8’s flag is 1, then divide the block into 4 by 4 blocks (Bk4s).
Do step 3.
step 6. If Bk4’s flag is 1, then divide the block into 1 by 1 blocks which are 
pixels. Do step 3.
step 7. If each pixel’s flag is 1, then save the pixel’s difference between frames 
and its coordinates into a file.
Next, using the following matrix, we get the a, b, c, d, e, and f  values.
b
/ h i  h2 h3 h4 h5 h 6 \  
h2 h7 h8 h5 h9 ha
/ k l  \  
k2
e h3 h8 hb h6 ha he -1 k3
c
J ;
h4 h5 h6 hd he hf 
h5 h9 ha he hg hi
Vh6 ha he hf hi hj /
k4 
k5 
V k6 /
In our test, we use the 4 by 4 size to get values. Because we have 6 variables to 
learn the movement o f the each pixel, the size is sufficient
We get separate values for the Red, Green, and Blue, and also for either a moved 
or an unmoved block. If the block has changed(moved block), it is caused by several 
elements such as:
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L Translation
2. Rotation.
3. Scaling.
4. A combination o f 1,2, and 3.
5. Light difference
If a =1, b = 0, c = 0, d = I, then the motion corresponds to translation. If b = 0, c = 0, e = 
0, f  = 0, then the motion corresponds to scaling. If  a = d, b = -c, and the determinant o f 
the 2-by-2 matrix with first row a, b and second row c, d is equal to one then the motion 
corresponds to rotation. [2]
After we get the a, b, c, d, e, f  values for each 4-by-4 blocks, we average the values by 
unmoved ( Table 1.) and moved (Table 2.) block with R, G, B data.
Table 1. unmoved block in ftamel and ftame2 (flag = 0)
1.14036
-0.06658
-0.23334
0.49336
-0.47364
0.37894
1.00123
-0.87865
0.16214
1.22519
1.51415
-1.15419
1.05711
-0.55901
0.10833
1.35934
0.42161
-0.96623
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Table 2. moved block m fiamel and frame2 (flag = 1)
m n n ■Hi
1.45199 0.59388
-0.0742 -0.05087 -0.09407
m iM ™  -0.0391 -0.14862 -0.00073
1.1252 1.11251 1.12598
a M # # ™  0.0761 -0.59634 0.22280
-0.4642 -0.25225 -0.55142
Because o f the light difference which caused by light source such as position of the sun, 
transition from day to night, or vice versa, the cloud condition, indoor light etc., the 
values o f the variable are different [2]
Other fnunes variables can be gotten using same algorithms as above.
First frame dose not compressed because its value are used to get a difference 
between two frames. Actual compressed rate are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Actual file and Compressed file’s memory (byte)
f R A Vn: 
B V T K (S)
ri.i/M, coMPRi ssi:n
269.254
269.254
269.254
269.254
The ratio between actual files and compressed files and their percentages are in Table 4.
Î
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Table 4. Comparison between actual and compressed file (Ratio from Actual file to 
Compressed file; Percentage where Actual file is 100%)
I ramc \ ( omn^rison Puiccninuc
27.6%
30.4%
29.4%
27.8%
361:1
328:1
340:1
360:1
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
Using our algorithm can save a lot o f time and memory. It covers not only the 
translation, but also the scaling and rotation o f the pixel’s movement and corrects for 
light variations due to artificial or natural lights. By knowing the movement o f the pixel, 
it is easy to construct the next frame. Even though few frames are known, it can generate 
the between-frames by interpolating the frames. The speed can make a difference in any 
computer-related field. Using our method, you can get a speedy result and save a lot o f 
memory.
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